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ABSTRACT: At room temperature and neutral pH, the oxygen-evolving center (OEC) of
photosystem II (PSII) catalyzes water oxidation. During this process, oxygen is released from the
OEC, while substrate waters are delivered to the OEC and protons are passed from the OEC to the
lumen through water channels known as the narrow or the O4 channel, broad or the Cl1 channel,
and large or the O1 channel. Protein residues lining the surfaces of these channels play a critical role
in stabilizing the hydrogen-bonding networks that assist in the process. We carried out an occupancy
analysis to better understand the structural and possible substrate water dynamics in full PSII
monomer molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories in both the S1 and S2 states. We find that the
equilibrated positions of water molecules derived from MD-derived electron density maps largely
match the experimentally observed positions in crystallography. Furthermore, the occupancy
reduction in MD simulations of some water molecules inside the single-filed narrow channel also
correlates well with the crystallographic data during a structural transition when the S1 state of the
OEC advances to the S2 state. The overall reduced occupancies of water molecules are the source of
their “vacancy-hopping” dynamic nature inside these channels, unlike water molecules inside an ice lattice where all water molecules
have a fixed unit occupancy. We propose on the basis of findings in our structural and molecular dynamics analysis that the water
molecule occupying a pocket formed by D1-D61, D1-S169, and O4 of the OEC could be the last steppingstone to enter into the
OEC and that the broad channel may be favored for proton transfer.

■ INTRODUCTION
Photosystem II (PSII) is a water-plastoquinone oxidoreductase
enzyme catalyzing the oxidation of water upon light
absorption.1 The PSII structure is a homodimeric protein
complex (700 kDa) embedded in the thylakoid membrane of
cyanobacteria, algae, and higher plants (Figure 1A).2 Each PSII
monomer has approximately 20 protein subunits with bound
cofactors for light absorption and electron transfer reactions.
PSII uses water as the terminal electron donor, producing O2
as the product, inside the oxygen-evolving center (OEC) , with
an inorganic Mn4CaO5 cluster as the catalyst (Figure 1A).
Oxidizing water to O2 is a thermodynamically unfavorable,

uphill reaction, which the OEC carries out at room
temperature and physiological pH several hundred times per
second upon the absorption of photons.3,4 The OEC is a
unique catalyst in biology,2 with few connections to other
biological catalysts. The region around the OEC is highly
conserved from cyanobacteria to higher plants.5 The OEC is
well buried inside a hydrophilic pocket on the lumenal side of
PSII with controlled access of water molecule substrates and
product oxygen as well as proton release through long water
channels to the protein surface.
In PSII, light absorption initiates a series of electron transfer

reactions starting with a charge separation at the P680
chlorophylls on the lumenal side, reducing quinones that lie

on the stromal side of the membrane-embedded protein.6−8

The OEC reduces P680
+, via Tyr Z (YZ), following each PSII

excitation. The production of each O2 removes four electrons
from two water molecules, requiring four photon absorption
events. The OEC first accumulates four oxidizing equivalents,
cycling through the five S states.9−11 When the OEC has lost
four electrons, in a transient S4 state, the two water molecules
are oxidized in the step leaving the OEC in the S0 state gaining
four more electrons. Protons from the OEC or from bound,
substrate waters are transferred to the lumen, with one lost on
each of the S0 → S1 and S2 → S3 transitions and two protons
lost in the S4 → S0 transition.12,13 The protons released into
the lumen add to the proton gradient that fuels ATP synthesis
in F1/F0 ATPase.

14

Water must travel into and protons out of the OEC, which is
buried ≈20 Å from the surface. Analysis of the structure of the
water networks in cyanobacteria shows that near the OEC
water molecules form an interconnected network.15,16 Three,
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well-studied water channels denoted as O4 channel or narrow
channel, Cl1 channel or broad channel, and O1 channel or
large channel can be traced moving away from the OEC.2,15−20

The narrow channel (O4 channel) is connected to the O4 μ-
oxo of OEC and extends to the lumen at the interface of the
PsbO/PsbU subunits.2,20 Several studies support this channel
as the proton exit during the S0-to-S1 transition.21−23 The
single-file arrangement of water molecules inside this channel
around the OEC also makes it a perfect channel for the
substrate water delivery,17 which must be selective for the
water substrate. The broad channel (Cl1 channel) connects to
the OEC near O5 and extends to the lumen via the PsbO
subunit.2,20 Recent MD studies15,23 and X-ray crystal
structures18 favored this channel for proton exit due to the
formation of a long-range extensive hydrogen-bonding network
connected to the lumen.23,24 Calculations found that the free
energy for the formation of a possible hydronium ion was at
the lowest inside the broad channel, especially near the exit to
the lumen.15

The large channel (O1 channel) connects to the OEC near
O1 and extends to the lumen via the PsbV subunit.
Computational MD studies15 and X-ray structures23 found
this channel to be hydrophobic with a less connected
hydrogen-bonding network, so it may not be suitable as a
proton exit pathway. Other studies found that this channel
could also be a plausible pathway for the substrate water
delivery.18,25−28 However, a high-resolution cryo-EM structure
of PSII from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 found that this
channel is not conserved among different species of
cyanobacteria owing to a different binding of the PsbV subunit
to PSII from Synechocystis compared to PSII from thermophilic

cyanobacteria.29 We cannot rule it out that this channel is a
substrate supply channel, and if this is indeed so, new MD
simulations using the Synechocystis structure are needed, which
is beyond the scope of this study.
In this study, we examined the localization and exchange of

water molecules within 25 Å of the OEC in MD trajectories in
the S1 and S2 states. The present work computes the electron
density maps or atomic probability density functions (PDFs),
an analysis of occupancies, and the decay function for known
water positions throughout the MD trajectories. The study
provides key insights into the water transport and hydrogen-
bonding network necessary to understand the structural water
dynamics in the S1 → S2 transition. The water positions from
the MD simulations are further compared with the water
molecules modeled in X-ray crystal structures.18,23

■ METHODS
Details of MD Simulations. The MD model was prepared

starting with the high-resolution 1.9 Å X-ray structure PDB ID:
4UB6 of a PSII monomer of Thermosynecoccus vulcanus
including all 20 subunits.2 CHARMM-GUI30 was used,
which generated the bilayer membrane via a bilayer membrane
builder and the water box to set up the system (Figure 1B).
The ionization states of acidic and basic residues were
modified based on Multi Conformation Continuum Electro-
statics (MCCE) calculations of the protein in the S1 and S2
OEC redox states at pH 6.5, with all other cofactors in their
ground state.31 All Asp, Glu, Arg, and Lys are ionized, and His,
Cys, and Tyr are neutral with the following exceptions: CP47-
D380, E387, E405, CP43-E413, D2-E242, E343, PsbO-D102,
D224, E97, PsbV-K47, and K134 are neutral, while His D1-

Figure 1. Overall PSII structure, MD simulation box, and water channels. (A) Overall PSII structure is colored by subunits. The circle shows the
location of the OEC. (B) MD is the setup of a PSII monomer (subunits A−Z) embedded in a lipid membrane and surrounded by a 180 Å × 180 Å
× 81 Å rectangular water box. (C) OEC is surrounded by three water channels: the narrow (O4 channel), the broad (Cl1 channel), and the large
(O1 channel). The narrow channel (orange) extends from O4, and the broad channel (yellow) extends from O5 and W2 and is curved between
D1-D61 and D2-K317. The large channel (red) extends from the channel of O1 and is the widest of the three channels. As shown previously,15 the
water channels are interconnected near the OEC. Main and lesser branches are also labeled. (D) Aqueous hydrogen-bonding network within 10 Å
of the OEC: water molecules are shown as red spheres, the OEC as thick sticks (Mn: purple, O: red, and Ca: green), and amino acids as thin yellow
sticks. Dotted yellow lines indicate probable hydrogen bonds (O−O distances of ∼3 Å or less). Alternate water positions are shown as crosses and
have a “b″ added to their names. There are 10 named water molecules used in this study in the region surrounding the OEC. These are W1−W9
and WX. Additional water molecules that are highly conserved across all high-resolution PSII structures include the first four water molecules after
WX in the narrow channel (WX1−WX4), the two water molecules near Oδ1 of N181 (W10 and W11), and the water molecule hydrogen-bonded to
O1 (WY).
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H92, H304, H337, CP47-H343, CP43-H74, H398, PsbO-
H228, and PsbU-H81 are protonated. In addition, by default,
CHARMM-GUI chooses neutral His with a proton on ND1
(HSD). However, MCCE found that the following His
residues prefer to have a proton on NE2 (HSE): D1-H195,
H252, CP43-H157, H201, D2-H61, H87, H189, H336, PsbO-
H231, and PsbV-H118.15 The details of all the parameters of
cofactors15,32 and RESP charges of the OEC (Table 1) were

included.15,32,33 Nonstandard protonation states were added
with CHARMM-GUI.15 The trajectories were obtained for
both the S1 and S2 states of the OEC (Figure 2) using
OpenMM34 and were described in detail by Kaur et al.15 All of
the production runs were 100 ns long.

Occupancy Analysis. The occupancy of individual water
positions was determined from the analysis of the final 50 ns of
the S1- and S2-state full PSII monomer simulations. A total of
12,500 snapshots were combined into a single structure, which
was then used to simulate a PDF using a unit scattering factor
(such as a neutron scattering factor) using the SFALL
program35−37 within the CCP4 software package,38 as
described elsewhere.39−43 A sample CCP4 code is given in
the Supporting Information.33 All hydrogens were renamed as
deuterons for enabling the use of the neutron scattering library

without a change in their positions (one could modify the
neutron scattering factor in the library to make H atoms have a
unit scattering value). The oxygen positions of all water
molecules, including the ligand water molecules, within 25 Å of
the OEC were identified. An 80 Å3 spherical map was created
with a resolution of 3 points/Å. PyMOL44 was used to
visualize the generated maps at a variety of contouring levels to
determine which water positions were the most consistent
throughout the trajectories.
When the X-ray form factor f(s) is used for Fourier

transformation of coordinates in each frame and for the
summation of all images, the resulting electron density peak
follows the following multiple Gaussian equations in the polar
coordinate system, which can be simplified by a single
Gaussian function under the condition when the atomic B-
factor of root-measure squares of atomic fluctuation is much
larger than those of the intrinsic atomic electron density
distribution.45
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where aj and bj are the Gaussian parameters of form factors and
q is the occupancy. When the unitary form factor (i.e., neutron
form factor) is used for analysis, the resulting PDFs follow
exactly the single Gaussian function equation without any
approximation or involve multiple Gaussian functions of the X-
ray form factor. With or without approximation, the logarithm
of the r(r)/r(0) ratio is a function of r2, independent of q,
which is a function of the intercept of the straight line in the
logarithm of r(r) as a function of r2.
Custom source codes were used to quantify the occupancy

of the water positions in the trajectory.33 To begin, the
location of the center of each distinct water oxygen position
was found visually based on the high-contour regions of the
water maps and then refined using the Real Space Refine Zone
tool in Coot.46 The center coordinates of water molecules near
the OEC identified as W1−W11, WX, WX1−WX4, and WY and
nearby alternate positions were determined in Coot.
Probability densities and logarithmic decays as distance
squares were calculated by averaging the map density along
12 evenly spaced vectors, which form a dodecahedron centered
at the initial coordinates for generating data in the polar
coordinate system using in-house scripts provided in the
Supporting Information, Section S2.33,47,48 Site occupancies
were analyzed in Matlab.49 A sample Matlab code is given in
the Supporting Information, Section S3.33

■ RESULTS
Although the whole analysis is based on the last 50 ns from the
100 ns trajectories, the reported observations on hydrogen
bonding and water occupancy shown are compared with the
crystallographically derived maps for the water positions
explained below and are in agreement with them.
Hydrogen Bonding of W1−W4, WX, and WY near the

OEC. The six water molecules that make direct contact with
the OEC are designated as being “near-OEC” (Figure 1D).

Table 1. Partial Charges for the OEC in the S1 and S2
Statesa

atom S1 S2
Ca 1.518360 1.395880
Mn1 1.204720 1.193870
Mn2 1.194920 1.244060
Mn3 1.664330 1.520380
Mn4 1.518050 1.397600
O1 −0.705061 −0.675102
O2 −0.655159 −0.613125
O3 −0.759029 −0.752491
O4 −0.763103 −0.639714
O5 −1.007389 −0.903511

aNote that much of the increased charge in the OEC is absorbed by
the water and protein ligands.

Figure 2. Overlay of S1 (green) and S2 (cyan). The difference
between these structures is very slight, mostly contained to O4 and
Mn4.
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The four water molecules that are OEC terminal ligands are as
follows: W1 and W2 coordinated to Mn4 and W3 and W4
bound to Ca2+; and two other hydrogen-bonded water
molecules are: WX hydrogen bonded to O4 and WY to O1
(Figure 1D). The W1, W2, W3, and W4 terminal ligands were
tightly bound to Mn4 and Ca of the OEC throughout the MD
trajectory.15 WX and WY were free to move but only loosely
restrained by nonbonding interactions. WX accepts hydrogen
bonds from D1-S169 and another water molecule, and it
donates hydrogen bonds to O4 and D1-D61. In contrast, WY
interacts only with O1 and other water molecules in the large
channel, having no protein contacts. The locations of all water
molecules in the channels, within 10 Å of the OEC, and their
potential hydrogen-bond connections are shown in Figure 1D.
Table 2 summarizes the occupancies of all the water

molecules within 10 Å of the OEC, in which occupancy was

defined from cumulative counting through Fourier trans-
formation when the oxygen of water molecules remained
within 1.5 Å of a given equilibrium position for any water, as
shown in Figure 1D, in either the S1- or S2-state MD
trajectories. Figure 3 shows the relative probability of the
oxygen sampling space away from the central, highest
probability position in the S1 state (Rows A and B) and the
S2 state (C and D), the probability density function (PDF)
(Rows A and C), and the logarithm of the probability (Rows B
and D). The columns separate the water molecules showing
the OEC and WX and WY (left panel), water molecules in the
narrow channel (center panel), and water molecules in the
broad channel (right panel). The PDF (A and C) shows the
percentage of simulation frames in which a water molecule is
present within a 1.5 Å radius of the center of the water
position, measured in 0.05 Å increments. The log function
quantifies how the probability decays with distance squared (or
distance). This makes the comparison of the density size of the
region occupied by a water molecule much easier, particularly
when two positions have drastically different occupancies.
For example, in the S2 state, both WY (red line) and W4b

(cyan dots) had relatively low occupancies, but the radius over
which the W4b position extended was much narrower,
compared to that of the higher occupancy water molecules,
whereas the WY position spread over a larger area. More

dynamic water molecules surrounding their equilibrium
positions have larger root-mean-square fluctuations or larger
atomic B-factors than less dynamic water molecules, which are
visualized in the slopes of the logarithm plots. The reduction of
occupancy does not change the slope but reduces the intercept
of the plot. Three-dimensional integration of the PDF would
result in the total number of atom numbers (or total electron
number if X-ray scattering factors for Fourier transformation)
near the given equilibrium position, which could be converted
to relative occupancy when compared with the expected
numbers throughout the MD trajectories.47,48

The four OEC terminal ligands show a slight decrease in the
integrated occupancy, with W1 always present, while W4 has
an integrated occupancy of only 0.92 (Table 2). W3 and W4
form longer bonds (∼2.5 Å) with Ca2+ compared with those of
W1 and W2 (∼2.0 Å) to Mn4. The extra 0.5 Å bond length of
W3 and W4 gives them a wider range of motion. Thus, these
water molecules can sometimes move outside of the defined
1.5 Å radius, due to an independent motion of the individual
water or due to a collective rigid-body motion of the entire
OEC.
The atomic motion of W4 was not purely spherically

symmetric. It could be divided into two closely related
equilibrium positions, the original W4 and a new W4b
position, as shown in Figure 1D. This new W4b occasionally
appeared in MD trajectories, 2.7 Å from W4 and 2.6 Å from
the Ca2+, but only present in part of the S2-state trajectory. The
corresponding occupancies of W4 and W4b were 0.93 and
0.19, respectively. The sum of the two values was greater than
1, suggesting that the two positions were not fully and mutually
exclusive. They could be two partially independent water
molecules next to Ca2+ with limited exclusion of each other
(Table 2). When the two water molecules were simultaneously
present in the W4 and W4b positions, they could still form a
short hydrogen bond with each other. Interestingly, W4b was
not seen in the S1-state trajectory, perhaps related to the
reduced charge for this state of the OEC relative to the S2
state. Due to its low occupancy, the hydrogen atoms of W4b
could not be visualized in the full water map when H (or D)
atoms were included in the analysis, even at very low contour
levels. Therefore, the current analysis could not provide
information about the orientation of the water molecule
occupying the W4b position. This low probability position was
not well documented in any of the 1F PSII crystal structures.50

It is interesting to note that in the monomer B of both the
4UB6/0F and 4UB8/0F structures, the Ca2+ ion of the OEC
has an extra terminal ligand that is very close to this W4b
position,51 raising a possibility that monomer B in these
structures may contain some fraction of the S2 state.
The other two nonligand water molecules near the OEC

were WX and WY, which had some unique characteristics.
Unexpectedly, WX had an occupancy on par with the ligand
water molecules (Table 2), even though it did not appear to
make any stable hydrogen bonds with the nearby protein
partners. This water molecule sat in the center of the pocket
formed by three rigid groups of O4, D1-D61, and D1-S169,
forming hydrogen bonding with them but did not appear to
have a large atomic motion. The rigidity of these residues can
be seen in the additional hydrogen bonds they make with other
protein residues, i.e., D1-D61 with W1 and D1-S169 with D1-
S167. These environments made the WX position into a high-
affinity site that was as stable as the terminal ligand water
molecules of the OEC. The stability is likely to be contributed

Table 2. Occupancies of Selected Water Molecules in the
Narrow and Broad Channels and within the YZ Water
Tetramer in the S1 and S2 States

a

water S1 S2 water S1 S2
W1 1.00 0.97 WX 0.94 0.91
W2 0.98 0.96 WX1 0.81 0.12/0.60b

W3 0.95 0.95 WX2 0.84 0.70
W4 0.92 0.93/0.19b WX3 0.80 0.32/0.56b

W5 0.83 0.76 WX4 0.59 0.59
W6 0.28 0.60 WX3c 0.61
W7 0.29 0.53 WY 0.42 0.31
W8 0.70 0.69 W10 0.45 0.23/0.38b

W9 0.88 0.81 W11 0.64 0.50
aThe values are the integration of the water probability within 1.5 Å
of the site center, as described in Figure 4, which provides relative
occupancies. bSites have been split into two closely related sites.
When the summed occupancy is greater than 1, which has only one
single instance of W4 and W4b, the two split sites are considered to
be mutually exclusive.
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by some electrostatic potential interactions to compensate for
missing hydrogen bonds as well as the orientations of lone-pair
electrons and hydrogen atoms. This water molecule-binding
pocket (host) is made by hydrophilic residues and the OEC.
However, the existing hydrogen-bonding network among
protein residues forms a rigid cage-like host cavity that is not
suitable for making specific hydrogen bonds with this water
molecule while making some electrostatic host−guest inter-
actions.
In our full PSII monomer MD model, all water molecules

could, in theory, freely move in and out of the channels that

run through the protein. Thus, despite being free and
nonbounded, WX did not appear to move or exchange with
other water molecules throughout the MD trajectory. Seeing
this unusual MD property, we propose that water WX is a
waiting-inline queued substrate water molecule, which has
already been isolated completely from the bulk solvent and
stripped of all possible hydrogen bonds with the protein so that
it is ready to enter the OEC. Without the baggage of any
existing hydrogen bond, this substrate water can freely enter
the OEC in the energetically downhill movement without the
need to pay any energetic penalty once the OEC is further

Figure 3. Probability density function (PDF) and occupancy analysis of water molecules. A and B are the relative probability density and
logarithmic function plots in the S1 state as functions of distance (on the same scale), while C and D are the relative probability density and
logarithmic function plots in the S2 state (on the same scale). Left panel shows the OEC waters, WX and WY. Center panel shows the water
molecules in the narrow channel, while the right panel shows the water molecules in the broad channel.
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oxidized. This water substrate could be part of the carousel
mechanism proposed for the OEC during the 0F-to-2F
transition.50,52 One important point to note is that there
were no experimental 1F data available at the time when the
carousel mechanism was proposed.
WY is often overlooked in terms of the hydrogen-bonding

network surrounding the OEC, partly because it had relatively
poor experimental electron density and noticeably reduced
occupancy in crystal structures, partially present in some
structures and more often missing in other structures.25,51,53,54

It marks the beginning of the large channel, which is the most
dynamic of the three water channels. In our MD trajectories,
WY has the poorest defined position of any of the near-OEC
water molecules and lacks any specific interaction with the
protein. Its only rigid contact is with the corresponding O1 of
the OEC. Having an integrated occupancy of less than 0.5
(Table 2), unlike many other water molecules, as discussed
below, WY does not have an obvious alternative position, so it
may simply move in and out of the large channel inside a large
and spatially defined area. This feature is fully consistent with

X-Ray Free-Electron Laser (XFEL) crystal structures.51 While
other water molecules have an almost linear logarithmic decay,
indicating they move with low probability away from the
equilibrium position (Figure 3), WY falls off slowly, indicating
it has a larger B-factor or rms fluctuation value around its
equilibrium position in the probability plot, having a higher
probability of being beyond ∼1.25 Å, a property that is not
found for any other water molecules. The exploration of space
by WY is not directly related to its relatively low occupancy.
This can be seen with the position distribution of the low-
probability W4b, which has a distance dependence of position
that is similar to other bound water molecules with only a
slight deviation toward the far edge of the position. Thus, WY
has the most loosely defined position of any of the near-OEC
water molecules.
Water Molecules inside the Narrow Channel in the S1

State. Figure 4A shows the most prevalent positions of the
water molecules in the narrow channel. They include five well-
isolated water positions (WX, WX1−WX4) as seen near the OEC
in the S1 state, distributed gradually moving away from the

Figure 4. Visualization of water molecule occupancies inside narrow and broad channels. (A) Inside the narrow channel with the PDF maps
contoured at 15σ (left panels) and 50σ (right panels) in the S1 state. (B) S2 state. MD-derived PDFs are shown in red surfaces, and the
crystallographic water molecules found in 3WU22 are marked by crosses. In the S1 state, the occupancy of WX and the first three water molecules in
the narrow channel persists even at very high levels of contouring. In the S2 state, only WX is visible at 50σ. (C) Inside the broad channel for S1 MD
simulations with PDF maps contoured at 15σ. (D) S2 state. Key protein residues in the equilibrated positions of the MD simulations are also
included for referencing water molecule positions. W8 and W9 mark the beginning of the channel (top left panels and a close-up view in middle
panels), in which W9 serves as a barrier or a bridge between D61 and D2-K317. Bottom panels: the remaining water molecules in the broad
channel have a distinct cluster of seven water molecules, which are three more than the crystallographically observed water molecules.2,54
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OEC. The distribution of water molecules occupying these
sites is almost perfectly spherically symmetric, which is similar
to the distribution of water molecules in the W1−W4 binding
sites that are terminal ligands to the OEC (Figure 4). These
water positions in the narrow channel were found to perfectly
align well with the experimentally observed positions in the
crystal structures.2 However, although one water is present in
each of their assigned positions in most MD frames, the
individual water molecules were rapidly interchanged through-
out the simulation with the exception of WX, as discussed
above. Beyond WX4, the individual water molecules of the
narrow channel are no longer clearly distinguishable, as they
are not well localized.
The five water molecules at the beginning of the narrow

channel are sufficiently well localized so that all of the
hydrogen positions can be visible in the analysis of the MD
trajectories, forming a defined network of hydrogen bonds.
The hydrogen positions are also almost perfectly spherical. WX
predominantly forms a hydrogen bond with O4 of the OEC.
Proceeding down the narrow channel sequentially moving
away from the OEC, the first four water molecules are pointed
in the same direction, with their protons pointing toward the
OEC (Figure 4A). WX1, WX2, and WX3 have a very distinctive
pattern, each having one hydrogen pointed toward the OEC
and the second pointed elsewhere. The second hydrogen
atoms of these water molecules are locked onto a rigid donor−
acceptor relationship with the hydrogen-bond acceptors from
the protein, i.e., with those of CP43-E354-Oϵ2, D1-D61-O,
and D1-A334-O for WX1, WX2, and WX3, respectively. All of
these are rigid acceptors, with E354-Oϵ2 also being a ligand to
the OEC and the latter two being backbone atoms. Therefore,
the oxidation state of the OEC could directly control or
influence the dynamics of water molecules occupying these
sites, as further demonstrated below.
The last of the water molecules in the linear chain, WX4,

appears to maintain the same spherical density distribution as
its neighbors, despite not having any protein contacts and only
participating in three hydrogen bonds with other water
molecules in the narrow channel, one of those being WX3.
However, the quantitative analysis of occupancy reveals that
this appearance of consistent stability is deceptive (Table 2).
The other four linear water molecules have occupancies of at
least 0.8, while WX4 drops to 0.6 (Table 2). Similarly, in Figure
4A, WX4 (red) has a less strictly defined position, like that of
amorphous WY. This is not surprising, considering that both
water molecules predominately form hydrogen bonds only
with other mobile water molecules, yielding less well-defined
positions. This observation suggests a “vacancy-hopping”
mechanism for the dynamic movement of water molecules
inside the single-file narrow channel and likely in all other
channels. If all three consecutive single-filed water-binding
pockets (i.e., WX1, WX2, and WX3) are at full occupancy (q =
1.00), the water molecule occupying the middle site (WX2)
cannot move to either of its two flanking sites (WX1 and WX3).
The movement of this middle water requires some vacancy (or
water “hole”, not to be confused with oxidizing “hole”) of its
two flanking sites and can be described as a “vacancy-hopping”
or “water hole″-hopping mechanism. We find that the
occupancies of WX1, WX2, and WX3 in the S1 state were
about 0.80 to 0.84 (Table 2), providing the MD basis for the
“vacancy-hopping” dynamics of water molecules occupying this
channel. For a given functional state of protein, the protein
provides specific binding sites for water molecules, where they

can vary their occupancies depending on the hydration states
and temperature. The occupation of water molecules can also
modulate the protein dynamics, which can modify the binding
pockets of water molecules as documented below in the S2
state.
Water Molecules inside the Narrow Channel in the S2

State. In our MD simulation, we find that when the OEC is
oxidized into the S2 state, there is a stark change in the
properties of water molecules occupying the binding pockets
inside the narrow channel (Figure 4B). In the S1 state, water
molecules have spherically symmetric distributions inside the
narrow channel, as described above, but in the S2 state, their
distributions were smeared and squished, with the exception of
WX, which remained largely spherically symmetric as in the S1
state (Figure 4B). The most prominent difference feature is
that almost all water molecules inside the narrow channel have
reduced occupancies in the S2 state relative to those in the S1
state in MD trajectories, with the exception of WX (Table 2).
We hypothesize that this would make sense if WX has been
aligned to be easily accepted by Mn4, and the rest of the
channel is preparing to be shifted toward the OEC during the
S2−S3 transition; future studies of the S2−S3 transition are
needed to test this hypothesis. The most notable positional
change is that WX1 has moved in addition to its reduced
occupancy (Figure 4B).19,26 However, in the S1 state, it sits
below WX and WX2 interacting with CP43-E354-Oϵ2, and WX1
now primarily sits closer to CP43-R357 in the S2 state. WX1
also has the largest occupancy reduction in addition to the
displacement from q = 0.81 to q = 0.12 in the primary binding
pocket and q = 0.60 in the nearby displaced site. The reduction
can be visualized at the two contouring levels of the PDF, a low
level of 15σ and a high level of 50σ (Figure 4B). At the high
contouring level of 50σ, the PDF remains visible for WX1 to
WX3 in the S1 state but not in the S2 state. At the low
contouring level of 15σ, the PDF for these sites in the S1 state
remains spherically symmetric, but it becomes smeared in the
S2 state.
The apparent loss of occupancies in some binding pockets

inside the narrow channel in the S2 state is due to the splitting
of these sites to multiple subsites. For example, two new water
molecules (WX3b and WX3c) appeared near WX3 (Figure 4B), of
which WX3b is most likely an alternate position for WX3. The
summation of the occupancies of WX3 and WX3b, which are
0.32 and 0.56 in S2, respectively, adds up to 0.88, which is close
to the original WX3 occupancy of 0.80 in the S1 (Table 2). WX3b
retains roughly the same position in the narrow channel water
chain, serving as a link between WX2 and WX4 in both S states.
However, WX3c has an occupancy of 0.61 in the S2 state and
thus is a new water molecule rather than an alternate position,
as both water molecules are present in the same frames. The
MD occupancy of these water molecules in the narrow channel
is largely consistent with the crystallographic electron density
maps for which only WX1 has lost significant occupancy,27,54

whereas all other molecules inside this channel become more
flexible in the S2 state, resulting in a disorganized water
network.
To understand how the MD trajectories underwent the large

change in water reorganization during the S1 → S2 transition,
we examined the distribution of hydrogen atoms on each of the
water molecules occupying major binding sites inside the
narrow channel and found that they have different hydrogen-
bonding networks in the two states. In the S1 state, WX is
primarily hydrogen-bonded to the μ-oxo bridge of the OEC.
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However, when Mn4 is oxidized in the S2 state, the change in
charge is also distributed between Mn4’s neighbors and
thereby decreases the negative partial charge of O4 in the S2
state relative to the S1 state. This decreases the strength of the
hydrogen bond between O4 and the hydrogen of WX and
thereby flips the hydrogen orientations of this water molecule,
i.e., it then primarily donates its hydrogen bond to WX1. This in
turn causes the entire hydrogen-bond chain of the narrow
channel to flip. This local increase in the charge of the OEC
causes long-range ripple effects through water flipping of their
hydrogen positions, which can be very fast and efficient on a
very large scale, simultaneously for many water molecules.
Whereas in the S1 state, hydrogen bonds are donated toward
the OEC, in the S2 state, they now move away from the OEC.
When this switching reaches WX3, the distribution of water
molecules occupying this water position becomes very
destabilized, exhibiting a bimodal distribution. While a
single-filed water network can be an efficient pathway for
proton hopping, a branched pathway with destabilized water
molecule-binding sites could better deal with an extra proton,
i.e., more conducive to proton transport out of the cluster at
the ending point of a proton exit pathway.
The new alternate position, WX3b (Figure 4B), lies close to a

nearby unnamed channel to form a short two-water bridge
connecting the two branched channels via WX3c. This new
position has pushed the protein side chain CP43-Met356 out
of the way, clearing the way for two water molecules to bridge
the gap between two previously separated channels. Despite
one of the bridging water molecules, WX3c, having an
occupancy of 0.6 and having clearly visible hydrogen positions,
the second water WX3b lies closer to the unnamed channel and
is not readily identifiable in a discrete position. This second
water molecule is barely visible at 7σ and appears oblong or
with strong anisotropy in motional distribution, visible at
further lowered contour levels. When an anisotropic
distribution has large differences in tensors, it can typically
be split into two positions, which are found to be only 1.5 Å
apart for this peak. With the limited number of current MD
frames, occupancy analysis for two such water positions that
are so close to one another is no longer reliable. Nevertheless,
we can still conclude with certainty that a water molecule
occupying the WX3b site is less stable and more transient than
its interacting partner of WX3c, even without any quantitative
occupancy information. Therefore, this pair of water
molecules, particularly the transient WX3b, could serve as a
gating mechanism for a water delivery pathway rather than as a
proton exit pathway, for which the network is typically highly
organized.18,23

The apparent changes of water molecules occupying the
binding sites inside the narrow channel from the S1 state to the
S2 state from the MD snapshots show interesting observations.
In the S1 state, the water molecules form a single-file network
from O4, WX, and WX1 to WX4 where the channel becomes
broad and merged with another unnamed channel nearby. On
the other hand, in the S2 state, the branching point moves
backward to WX2, shortening the single-filed network by two
water molecules.
Water Molecules Occupying Binding Pockets inside

the Broad Channel. Figure 4C,D shows the equilibrium
positions of the water molecules derived from our MD
simulation in the broad channel, and Figure S1 shows the
corresponding occupancy analysis for the water molecules W1,
W2, and W8−W11 in the channel. The broad channel is

another channel proposed for the proton egress path-
way.15,18,26 Though it lacks the linear water chain of the
narrow channel, the broad channel is rigidly organized due to
the presence of the charged residues lining the surface of this
channel and a Cl− anion. The channel begins at W8 and W9.
The W8 binding site is formed by W2, N181, and the Cl−
anion (Figure 4C). The W9 binding site is made by W8, D1-
D61, and D2-K317 (residues correspond to the D1 subunit in
this study, unless otherwise explicitly stated). In combination
with the chloride ion, W9 serves as an important barrier
between D2-K317 and D1-D61, disrupting the formation of a
salt bridge between them.31,55,56

Visualization of the occupancy maps in Figure 4C,D reveals
that water molecules occupying several distinct water positions
in the broad channel clearly are very stable, and their hydrogen
equilibrium positions form a well-defined pattern of hydrogen-
bonding interactions. The first such water molecule is at W8,
which accepts a hydrogen bond from W2 in the highest
frequency in the MD trajectories. If the terminal W2 ligand
becomes an internal oxygen ligand of the OEC during the S2
→ S3 transition, this hydrogen bond could serve as the first
step for removing the proton that was observed to proceed
during the S2 → S3 transition (Figure 4D).11,50 In addition to
W2, W8 also accepts a hydrogen bond from W9 and donates
its two hydrogen bonds to both Oδ1 of N181 and the Cl−
anion. This is fully consistent with the water positions and
distances seen in many PSII crystal structures2,18,54 and in
theoretical models.15 In both of the S states in our MD
simulations (Figure 4C,D), W9 sits between D1-D61 and D2-
K317, donating a hydrogen bond to the former and accepting
one from the latter. Once past the D61-K317 checkpoint or
gating point, the broad channel widens into a highly organized
network of the stable cluster of six to seven water molecules.
Like water molecules occupying the W8 and W9 sites and
many other water molecules inside the narrow channel, all
water molecules occupying other positions of the broad
channel are almost perfectly spherically symmetric, all having
well-defined hydrogen equilibrium positions.
While the S2-state water positions in the broad channel in

our MD simulations have closely reproduced those observed in
crystal structures,51 some of S1 water molecules in this channel
do not, especially around the Cl− site. In the S1 state, we
observed the movement of the Cl− ion toward D1-D61 by 1 Å
in addition to its position occupied by the new water WCl. This
new water accepts a hydrogen bond from N181 as chloride did
originally and donates a hydrogen bond to the shifted Cl−,
acting as a bridge between the now-separated anion and N181.
This feature is not observed in PSII crystal structures.51 The
movement of chloride is likely an artifact of the simulation due
to nonoptimized parameters for the Cl− ion, and the
protonation states of the nearby carboxylate residues need to
be adjusted for our MD; therefore, the position of Cl− is
restrained in the MD simulation of the S1 state. The
protonation state of E65 is considered ionized in the S1 and
S2 MD simulations based on previous studies.15,31 In separate
MD simulations done by our colleagues, the Cl− ion remains
very stable when D1-E65 and several other carboxylates nearby
are protonated and also with the addition of a bond restraint
between the O atom of D61 and Mn4. Remarkably, despite
how far Cl− moves, all the hydrogen-bond connections are
fully maintained with one exception (i.e., the hydrogen bond
with D1-N181), including those in direct contacts to D2-K317
and the backbone amide of the D1-E333, all of which are
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independent of the Cl− shift. We note that the positively
charged D2-K317 side chain is flexible to move as observed in
many cryo-EM structures57 and will retain a strong attraction
to Cl− directly or indirectly. However, under experimental
conditions, the occupancies of metal ions inside the OEC-
binding pocket were often found to be variables,48 which could
add another level of conformational variability in experimental
structures but should not happen in our MD simulations. The
maintained contact with the amide in the backbone of D1-
E333 is somewhat unexpected, as it serves as a ligand to the
OEC and is rigid but not strongly charged.
As we are interested in the MD properties of water in the

broad channel when the Cl− ion is in the X-ray position, we,
therefore, fixed the Cl− ion in the X-ray position, which also
restored the crystallographically observed hydrogen bonds
between W8 and Cl− and W10 with N181. Both the S1-state
and S2-state MD simulations show that water molecules
occupying the major sites in the broad channel remain
unchanged (Figure 4C,D). The occupancies of all water
molecules inside the broad channel are less than those of the
terminal ligand waters of the OEC and those of the water
molecules in the narrow channel, regardless of which of the
two MD simulations are analyzed, the S1 state or the S2 state
(Table S1). W9 (hydrogen-bonded to W1, W8, D61, and D2-
K317) has an occupancy >0.8 in both the S1 and S2 states.
Given that W9 becomes a physical barrier to the formation of a
salt bridge between D2-K317 and D61, its high occupancy is
attributed to strong hydrogen bonds with two oppositely
charged flanking residues of D61 and D2-K317. The W9
position could be a critical transit point for any proton egress
through the broad channel by maintaining a stable hydrogen-
bonding network that is needed to support a Grotthuss
mechanism.58

Water Tetramer Next to YZ or D1-Y161. The water
tetramer was initially identified in the first high-resolution
crystal structure when water molecules began to be visualized
in the crystallographic electron density maps53 (Figure 1D). It
forms a diamond shape with two acute angles (∼75°) (W7 and
W6) and two obtuse angles (∼101−107°) (W3 and W5) with
a cyclic head-to-tail donor−acceptor pattern of hydrogen-
bonding interactions. An arrangement of four water molecules
this way is very rare because the oxygen of a water molecule
prefers to adopt sp3 hybridization with a tetrahedral angle of
109.5° between its two hydrogen atoms and two lone pairs of
electrons. With this sp3 tetrahedral angle, the most commonly
observed self-assembled water cluster is a water pentamer

found on the surface of hydrophobic residues of many high-
resolution protein structures including proline residues.59 The
interior angle of the pentagon is ∼108°, which matches well
with a tetrahedral angle of 109.5°. With such an acute angle of
the oxygen atoms of W7 and W6, which do not have sp3 hybrid
orbital geometries in the unusual water tetramer in the OEC,
there must be unusual underlying electronic structures.
Instead, both oxygen atoms of W7 and W6 appear to adopt
an approximately trigonal pyramidal geometry (i.e., sp3d hybrid
orbitals). Three equatorial interacting partners of W7 are D1-
Y161Oh, Oϵ1 of D1-E189, and W5, and its apex partner is W3,
which is also the apex interacting partner for the W6 atom
(Figure 5). The three equatorial interacting partners of W6 are
W3, W5, and the carbonyl group of D1-D170. In our MD
simulations, we treated these four water molecules just like any
other water molecule. It is likely that the energy parameters for
these nonstandard water molecules are underestimated.
Therefore, their dynamic properties could be overestimated,
and their occupancy underestimated. Nonetheless, it is
important to report what we have observed about this water
tetramer in the current MD simulations under the standard
conditions.
The PDFs of both oxygen and hydrogen atoms for the water

tetramer are shown in Figure 6 and their occupancies are
summarized in Table 2. First, the values of occupancies of
water molecules in the water tetramer were quite low, which is
not consistent with the crystallographic data.51 We attribute
this discrepancy to the unoptimized parameters for these water
molecules. Second, during the S1 → S2 transition, the

Figure 5. Geometry and environment of water tetramer (A) and retrieved σA-weighted 2Fo-Fc experimental map contoured at 3σ for the OEC of
monomer A of the 5b5e/0F structure (B). Apparent atomic orbital hybridization of water molecules is indicated. Black lines indicate the trigonal
pyramidal symmetry.

Figure 6. MD-derived PDF maps near the YZ water tetramer in two
MD simulations (S1, left panel and S2, right) contoured at 15σ.
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occupancies increased from 0.3 for W6 and W7 in the S1 state
to 0.5 in the S2 state (Table S1). This observation suggests that
the unoptimized parameters for this tetramer for MD
simulations may be correlated with the movement of Cl−
during the MD simulations. The tetramer is connected to the
broad channel through two hydrogen-bonding pathways. Both
pathways begin at W5, the first being W5−W2/W8-Cl and
then the second being W5−W11−W10−N181-Cl (Figure 6).
Water Molecules Occupying Binding Sites inside the

Large Channel. Figure S3 shows the MD-derived PDF maps
for the dominant equilibrium positions of water molecules in
the large channel. Starting with WY, the large channel has two
distinct branches. The main branch is large inside, in which
water molecules interact with each other but not much with
the surface residues of the protein, i.e., the surface is not very
hydrophilic. In this case, the partially ordered water molecule
structures resemble bulk water structure. As such, water
molecules occupying the large channel are not dependent on
the S1 → S2 transition. Due to the reduced hydrophilicity of
this channel, it is the most suitable pathway for the somewhat
hydrophobic product O2 to exit. At a low contouring level of
1σ, a large mass of oxygen density can be seen (Figure S3).
This contrasts with the narrow and broad channels, which had
many distinct equilibrium positions for water molecules, even
at this low contouring level (Figure 4). Increasing the contour
to 15σ, the PDF for water molecules occupying the large
channel almost completely disappears, except for very few
disjointed and smeared peaks (Figure S3). The first four largest
peaks were aligned with the X-ray-observed water molecules,
although the PDFs for both oxygen and hydrogen atoms were
far less spherically symmetric than those of water molecules in
the narrow and broad channels. Other smaller peaks in the
large channel visible at 15σ of the PDFs also partially overlap
with the crystallographic observed positions of water molecules
in both the 0F and 1F structures,51,54 and all the remaining
other sporadic peaks do not overlap with the crystallographic
water molecules.
Water molecules occupying the secondary or lesser branch

of the large channel are much more organized than the main
branch, including 10 water molecules with spherically
symmetric PDFs for both oxygen and hydrogen atoms. In
contrast to residues lining the hydrophobic surface of the main
branch, there are six D1 asparagine residues (N191, N298,
N301, N303, N322, and N325) on the hydrophilic surface of
the lesser branch. Even at a contour of 1σ of the PDFs, the
equilibrium positions for 10 water molecules are distinct,
unlike those in the main branch of the channel. Although a
highly structured water network could serve as a proton exit
pathway, this lesser branch is not connected to the bulk
solvent. This branch has a dead end for proton movement,
terminated at D1-A318, with N303 and N322 forming a
physical barrier between water molecules occupying this
branch and the next nearest cluster of water molecules.

■ DISCUSSION
Our study investigates the structural and substrate water
dynamics particularly focusing on the S1 → S2 transition using
the snapshots from the S1 and S2 state MD trajectories. One of
the important observations is the formation of a well-oriented
hydrogen-bonded chain in the narrow channel, which has led
to the proposal that this channel is the proton exit channel.60

However, protons are not lost from the OEC when the S1 state
is oxidized. Hence, this proposal requires further examination.

The orientation of the hydrogen-bonded chain, with protons
pointing in toward the OEC, may help to discourage the
outward proton transport. It was proposed that some changes
of the properties of the narrow channel could serve as a closely
coupled apparent proton shuttle, as suggested by Sakashita et
al.,60 involving a much less organized channel as a possible
water supply path. Our observations on MD properties of this
channel could indeed provide some support for that proposal.
However, we argue that the increasing vacancy of water
positions in the S2 state prevents the narrow channel from
being a viable, low-energy proton pathway.
The benefit of involving the broad channel as a proton

pathway is that the broad channel does not have vacancy sites
that could block the proton transfer. On the other hand, the
narrow channel has a single-filed network of water molecules,
which could break the continuity of the channel whenever a
vacancy appears, which we found as a universal MD property
based on our occupancy analysis. The non-single-filed network
of hydrogen-bonding interactions inside the broad channel
offers multiple paths for a Grotthuss mechanism.15

During the S1 → S2 transition, there was no apparent large
loss of occupancies of water molecules occupying the broad
channel, which differed from water molecules occupying the
narrow channel. It is likely that the branched water network
inside the broad channel enables all water molecules to share
any loss in any site, which is unlikely for the single-filed
network of water molecules inside the narrow channel. While
there is a branched network inside the broad channel, it has a
somewhat limited constricted site through W8 and W9, which
could serve as reliable steppingstones for a proton exit (Figure
4). Beyond the water cluster, the broad channel extends to two
negatively charged residues, D1-E65 and D2-E312, which
provide a strong negative electrostatic potential for attracting
any released proton from the OEC. In addition, the water
molecules in the broad channel behave like a bulk solvent in
which individual sites have no large occupancy, yet the overall
water molecule density reaches the maximum of a bulk solvent.
In addition, the electrostatic potential near the end of the
broad channel having both D1-E65 and D2-E312 is more
negative and thereby more conducive to proton transport than
that at the end of the narrow channel.
When chloride is removed for enzymatic studies, the S2 →

S3 transition is predominantly inhibited, which leads to the
proposal that the formation of a D2-K317−D1-D61 salt-bridge
could block the proton exit.61−63 When D2-K317 is mutated to
an alanine, chloride dependence is lost.31,64 However, both the
D1-D61A and D2-K317A mutants retain significant oxygen
activity. These observations point to two key facts concerning
the function of the water molecules occupying the broad
channel. First, D1-D61 is the gateway for proton exit
connected to either the narrow or broad channel.15,31 Second,
D2-K317 is not just a polar residue that is restrained by Cl−
but serves as some structural and/or hydrogen-bonding
purpose for the enhanced cycling efficiency of the OEC. The
X-ray-observed Cl1 position on a much longer timescale could
represent a relaxed state after a proton is removed from the
OEC. W9 and other water molecules of the water cluster in the
broad channel are still able to pass through these two charged
residues, as shown in Figure 4C,D. One cannot exclude the
possibility that a proton transfer process may be coupled with
unidentified transient repositioning of some assistant groups,
including the Cl− ion.
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In the case of the large channel, there is no evidence of
protons passing through the barrier formed by asparagines
because the distance between the two nearest water molecules
in the two clusters is ∼6 Å, too long for any sort of hydrogen
bond. The only possibility of a proton passing this way would
be through the tautomerization of D1-N298, as proposed.65

However, asparagine is not a good end-point proton acceptor,
while the carboxylates of aspartate and glutamate residues
found along the broad channel would be much better. It
remains to be determined whether the tautomerization event
of D1-N298 can occur on longer timescale MD simulations.
Furthermore, occupancy maps in the large channel show a
large oxygen density corresponding to bulk water. This shows
that the mobility of water molecules is high in the large
channel, which is also observed by the XFEL studies.18

■ CONCLUSIONS
Crystallographers often assign water molecules with unit
occupancy in individual electron density peaks, where the
assigned water molecules are capable of forming hydrogen
bonds with protein residues or with other ordered water
molecules. Smaller peaks of water molecules are then adjusted
by increased atomic B-factors during model refinement. Upon
the analysis of PDFs for dynamic water molecules moving
through water channels using MD simulations, we find that
water molecules do not have the unit occupancy found in an
ice lattice or some highly ordered water binding sites on
proteins. The occupancies are less than the unit value. If one
considers that the protein provides rigid binding sites for water
molecules, these sites are not occupied during a significant
fraction of time. Conversely, when these sites are not occupied
by water molecules, residues associated with these sites are
more dynamic than when they are occupied. Therefore, many
vacant sites appear to exist in the structured water networks
that provide a basis of water and protein dynamics. An overall
fraction of vacancy is likely dependent on the hydration state of
the proteins. This observation explains how oxygen or carbon
monoxide molecules can be rapidly diffused unhindered on
and off the heme iron of hemoglobin and myoglobin through
highly structured water networks.66

Our occupancy analysis further reveals that water molecules
occupying the first few sites of the narrow channel leading
away from the OEC form a single-filed structure, although the
orientation of the hydrogens pointing in toward the OEC
would not favor the outward proton transfer in the S1 state.
Instead, the quantitative analysis of occupancy suggests a
“vacancy-hopping” mechanism for water transport in the
narrow channel. We also provide a structural and molecular
dynamic basis for a water molecule occupying the WX binding
pocket formed by D1-S169 and D1-D61 as a potential water
substrate that has been stripped of hydrogen-bonding
interactions with the enzyme and with other bound water
molecules and is ready to bind to the OEC once the OEC is
further oxidized.
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